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Two Ways Down Making Sense of
James Moffett’s “The Suicides of
Private Greaves”
Matthew Davis
1 The conclusion of James Moffett’s short story “The Suicides of Private Greaves” leaves
many readers puzzled. It left me puzzled when I read the story for the first time several
years ago, and it has left a number of my students at the University of Virginia puzzled
since then. In this article, I  hope to shed some light on the story by looking at the
conclusion and considering two ways in which it can be understood.
2 Moffett’s story focuses on a soldier, Private Greaves, who is serving in the U.S. Army
during the 1950s. Greaves hates the army and tries to commit suicide repeatedly. First,
he tries to hang himself. Then he cuts his wrists. After both of these attempts fail, he
climbs to the top of a water tower and threatens to jump. In the final paragraphs of the
story a colonel attempts to talk Greaves down from the water tower. Here are the last
three paragraphs of the story:
Waiting a  moment  to  see  that  he  [Greaves]  had not  jumped, the  colonel  began
moving to the foot of the ladder. Without looking up again, he walked unabashed
through the  gaping  trainees  and staring  cadre  and then across  the  spot  where
Greaves would have hit. He felt like a full bird colonel. 
“You watch,” said one MP to the other, hitching his holster. “That kid’s just playing
with the old man and halfway down he’ll go back up.”
The colonel stood on the underside of the ladder with a hand on each upright bar.
Presently he saw the shapeless, half-created boy between the rungs. (548)1 
3 This conclusion is so brief and so elliptical that it leaves many readers uncertain what
actually takes place. The narrator tells us explicitly what the MP says and what the
colonel sees, but he is much less explicit about what Greaves does. Most of my students
agree that Greaves comes down from the tower. However, they do not agree on the
mode of descent and the final outcome. Some infer that Greaves comes down via the
ladder and ends up alive. Others infer that Greaves jumps and ends up dead. Still others
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—the  fearless  few—cheerfully  admit  that  they  are  not  quite  sure  what  happens  to
Private Greaves at the end of the story.
4 The students who think Greaves jumps point out that he has already tried to commit
suicide twice in a single day, so it is hardly improbable that he would make a third
attempt. They point out that another soldier has tried to talk Greaves down from the
tower without success, and that Greaves has given many indications of his seriousness
—for example, he has thrown down his helmet and his cartridge belt, as if to say “I
won’t  be  needing  these  anymore.”  Students  who  think  Greaves  jumps  also  draw
attention to the unusual adjectives the narrator uses to describe Greaves in the last
sentence—“shapeless” and “half-created.” Although few students claim to understand
Moffett’s meaning entirely, many wonder if these words are meant to suggest a broken
body, lying in a shapeless lump on the ground.
5 Although I take these arguments seriously, I have come to think that the case for the
other side is a good deal stronger. I have convinced myself—and I will now do what I
can to convince you—that Greaves comes down via the ladder, that he remains alive at
the end of the story, and that it makes a difference whether we accept this hypothesis
or the alternative hypothesis. 
6 Before presenting my arguments, I need to describe the water tower where the last
third of the story unfolds. The narrator tells us the tower is shaped like “an over-sized
toadstool” (542).  The tank itself  is  ringed by a narrow platform or walkway and “a
circular iron rail” (542). The rail is designed to keep people from falling by accident, but
is not sufficient to prevent a jumper from jumping: Greaves can crouch down and slip
under the rail at any point along the perimeter. This would be one way to jump, and at
one point in the story Greaves actually threatens to jump in precisely this way (543).
Later, however, he moves to a better spot – a spot where there is a gap in the rail. The
narrator points out that this is the only place on the platform where Greaves “could
jump from a standing position” (546). 
7 The colonel, on the other hand, is down below, on the ground, and at first, he stands at
some distance from the tower, with the other onlookers. However, as we have seen, he
eventually makes his way across a field to the base of the water tower. The narrator is
very explicit about the colonel’s movements, which may be an indication that Moffett
wanted readers to pay attention to them. The narrator tells us that the colonel walks
“across the spot where Greaves would have hit” if he had jumped from the gap in the
rail and then arrives at the foot of the ladder (548). On the diagram below, the colonel
walks from location A past location B, where Greaves would have hit, to location C, at
the foot of the ladder. 
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8 By walking to this spot, the colonel is making an overture to Greaves. He is inviting him
to come down and talk things over.  But how does Greaves respond to the colonel’s
overture? Which of the two ways down does he choose? That is the big question. 
 
I.
9 My first reason for believing that Greaves comes down via the ladder is because one of
the  MPs  watching  events  unfold  seems  to  indicate  as  much.  In  the  penultimate
paragraph,  quoted above,  one  MP says  to  another,  “You watch .  .  .  That  kid’s  just
playing with the old man [i.e., the colonel] and halfway down he’ll go back up.” This
seems to imply that Greaves has already climbed onto the ladder and begun to descend.
Why else would the MP make the prediction that, eventually, Greaves will “go back
up”? You can only go back up if you have already started down. If Greaves were still out
at  his  ideal  jumping  position  on  the  platform,  the  MP  would  probably  have said
something very different—something like, “You watch . . . That kid will jump yet.” 
 
II.
10 My second reason for believing that Greaves comes down via ladder has to do with
optics and lines of vision at the bottom of the ladder. I am simply not convinced that
the colonel would be able to see Greaves “between the rungs,” as the narrator says he
does, if Greaves jumped. I think Greaves, lying in a heap on the ground, would not be in
the colonel’s line of vision. 
11 Remember: the colonel walks past the spot (B) where Greaves would have landed and
goes to the base of the ladder (C). Imagine for a moment that you are the colonel. You
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are  standing  in  location  C,  underneath  the  water  tower,  with  your  arms  raised,
grasping both sides of an iron ladder. Raise your hands and pretend to grab the ladder.
Now let go of the imaginary ladder and fold your arms so that they are both in front of
you, with one arm about ten inches above the other. Your two arms, positioned in this
way, create a window of vision rather like the window created by two rungs of a ladder.
You can probably see straight ahead well enough, as long as what you are looking at is
more or less on a level with your eyes. However, if you look either ahead and up or
ahead and down, your view is likely to be at least partially obstructed by the rungs of
the ladder. 
12 Now imagine, for the sake of the hypothesis, that Greaves jumps. Where does he land in
relation to you? Clearly he lands behind you, on spot B,  which you passed through
when you were marching to the foot of the ladder. There is no way you can see him
“between the rungs” of the ladder, since the ladder is in front of you. You might hear
poor Greaves hit the ground, and you might turn around and see him, but then you
would  not  be  seeing  him “between the  rungs”  of  the  ladder.  The  ladder  would  be
behind you.
13 Now if you are the argumentative type, you might say, “What if Greaves starts down
the ladder and then jumps from there?” Well, yes. He could presumably do that. But
why on earth would he want to? If the poor guy wants to end it all, why would he not
jump from the platform, through the perfectly good gap in the railing right in front of
him? What possible motive could he have for relocating to the ladder first and then
jumping? And even if he did relocate and then jump beside the ladder, where would he
end up? Presumably he would either land on you (ouch!) or end up in a pile at your
feet. Would you then see him “between the rungs”? I think you would not. You might
see him, but probably you would not see him between the rungs. 
14 What you would be likely to see between the rungs is a man who has made his way down
the rungs and is now standing opposite you, with his head at about the level of your
head. And that is precisely what I think the colonel sees at the end of the story. 
15 In short, although the last three paragraphs of the story may seem on first reading to
give us little information about what Greaves is doing, I think they tell us more than
many casual readers realize. We actually get three glimpses of Greaves in these three
paragraphs: in the first paragraph we see him standing on the platform, at the gap in
the railing; in the second we see him on the ladder, beginning to make his way down
but not yet “halfway down”; and in the third we see him standing at the foot of the
ladder, face to face with the colonel. Taken together, these three sightings tell a story—
a story of gradual descent and continued existence—but we can only reconstruct that
story if we take the trouble to imagine what the MPs and the colonel see. 
 
III.
16 My third reason for thinking that Greaves comes down the ladder is based on the verb
tense the narrator uses. We have seen that the narrator speaks of a spot underneath
the water tower where Greaves “would have hit.” In that expression, the narrator uses
the conditional perfect tense. The conditional perfect is a grammatical construction
that combines conditional  mood and perfect  aspect.  It  is  generally used to refer to
hypothetical and/or counterfactual events. Consider, for example, the sentence, “If it
had been left  up to me,  I  would have stayed in Paris  longer.”  From the use of  the
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conditional perfect tense, we can infer that the decision was not left to the speaker: the
speaker was compelled to leave Paris earlier than he would have done if he had his
druthers. In the same way, when we read about a spot where Greaves “would have hit,”
we can infer that Greaves did not jump. We infer that the narrator is telling the story
after the  events  have  all  taken  place.  He  knows  the  outcome,  and  he uses  the




17 My fourth reason for thinking that Greaves comes down the ladder has to do with
elapsed time, and specifically with the timeframe suggested by the adverb “presently.”
The last sentence of the story reads, “presently [the colonel] saw the . . . boy between
the  rungs.”  I  find  that  virtually  all  of  my  students  think  that  presently means
immediately. But are we sure that is the case? Suppose I visit the Earl of Grantham at
Downton Abbey,  and his butler,  Mr.  Carson, shows me into the library,  saying “His
Lordship will be with you presently.” Should I expect the Earl in a few seconds, or a few
minutes?
18 The editors of the Oxford English Dictionary suggest that the second possibility is much
more likely. They explain that “presently” is sometimes used to mean “without delay, at
once . . . immediately” (sense 1.a) but is generally used to mean “in a little while, before
long, soon” (sense 1.b). The editors explain that sense 1.a is “rare” and now chiefly used
in British regional English. By contrast, sense 1.b is “now the usual sense.”
19 This information is obviously relevant for us as we try to make sense of Moffett’s story.
If Greaves arrives presently,  i.e.,  immediately (sense 1.a), that could be because he has
jumped. If he arrives presently, i.e., in a little while (sense 1.b), that could be because it
takes him a while to make his way back down the ladder. Moffett probably chose this
somewhat ambiguous word deliberately. However, while recognizing the ambiguity, we
should also recognize that “in a little while” is the more common meaning, the more
likely meaning in an American context, and the meaning which is more consistent with
what the MP says, what the narrator says, and what the colonel sees. 
 
V.
20 My fifth reason for thinking that Greaves does not jump has to do with the title of the
story, “The Suicides of Private Greaves.” It’s a rather unusual title because the plural
noun, suicides, is used in connection with a single person, Private Greaves. Normally we
reserve the word “suicide” for successful attempts at self-slaughter. If a man tries to
kill himself but fails, we speak of a “suicide attempt.” Thus, a man’s life might include
several suicide attempts, but it would presumably only include one suicide. This, as I say,
is the conventional way of speaking, but Moffett departs from it by assigning multiple
“suicides” to a single individual. In speaking of “the Suicides of Private Greaves,” he
must mean Greaves’ attempted suicide by hanging (522ff.),  his attempted suicide by
slitting his wrists (535),  and his attempted suicide (or almost attempted suicide) by
jumping (542ff.).2 
21 If Moffett wanted readers to conclude that Greaves jumps, he could have suggested as
much quite easily, by calling his story “The Suicide of Private Greaves.” Then readers
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could have felt confident, even before they began reading the story, how it was likely to
end. By calling the story “The Suicides of Private Greaves” Moffett created a bit of a
puzzle,  since  it  is  not  immediately  clear  how  one  person  can  experience  multiple
suicides.  Readers coming to the story for the first  time may wonder what the title
means, as I myself did. They may wonder if Greaves somehow induces various other
people to commit suicide: perhaps it is a story about a series of suicides caused by Private
Greaves? However, once they actually read the story, readers will see that this is not, in
fact, the case. The three suicides—or suicide attempts—described in the story are all
initiated by Greaves. In this story, it seems, the word “suicide” can be used to refer to
what most of us would call “a suicide attempt.” And, therefore, the title “The Suicides
of Private Greaves” can, and perhaps should, be interpreted as meaning “the suicide
attempts of Private Greaves.”
 
VI.
22 My sixth reason for thinking that Greaves comes down via the ladder is that the whole
story seems to make a lot more sense if this is the case. The story is about Greaves, of
course, but it is also about the various non-coms and officers who speak with Greaves in
the aftermath of his first two suicide attempts. The colonel is the last of several military
men to deal with Greaves, and I believe Moffett wants us to see him as the only one who
deals with Greaves intelligently, sympathetically, and, ultimately, successfully. 
23 In  the  story,  Greaves  is  passed  up  the  chain  of  command.  When  he  tries  to  hang
himself, he is discovered and cut down by some of his fellow trainees. After pondering
Greaves for a while, the trainees pass him to their platoon commander, Sgt. Clinton.
Clinton is civil and kind to Greaves. He asks a number of questions to try to figure out
what the boy’s problem might be, but in the end he is baffled and passes Greaves on to
Sgt. Brodder. Brodder is made of sterner stuff. He does not believe soldiers should be
“coddled.” He shouts at Greaves “like a wrathful god”: “Look at me! . .  .  What’s your
name? . . . Just a punk, ain’t you? . . . Ain’t good for nothing . . . Stand up straight!”
(531).  When Brodder steps away for a few minutes,  Sgt.  Krita enters the story,  and
things go from bad to worse for poor Greaves.  Krita adds physical  to verbal  abuse,
hitting Greaves so hard that the private’s head bounces off the wall behind him and
telling him, “I don’t give a damn for you. You can go hang yourself after the sixteenth
week [of basic training]. But while you’re a trainee in my company you’ll soldier” (535). 
24 After  trying  to  commit  suicide  a  second time,  Greaves  is  taken  to the  company
commander, a captain. The captain tries to convince Greaves that he cares about him
—“I want to find out about you,” he says—but the act is unconvincing, for the captain
never actually makes eye contact with Greaves: “Greaves did not avoid [the captain’s]
eyes because they did not really focus on him, but somewhere behind him, as if his
head were transparent” (540). The captain is “looking through” Greaves, and eventually
we find out  why. We come to  understand that  what  the captain really  wants  is  to
pretend the suicide attempts never happened. “Tell you what, Greaves,” he says, “let’s
glide over this whole thing. Give you a new start. . . . You go back to your platoon . . .
And I promise to keep all this off your record” (540-41). 
25 What Moffett presents in the early pages of the story is a wide range of methods for
treating a  suicidal  man—or perhaps I  should say a  wide range of  methods for  mis-
treating a suicidal man. The non-coms and junior officers who examine Greaves are at
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best  ineffective  (Clinton)  and  at  worst  abusive  (Brodder,  Krita)  or  self-serving  and
conniving (the captain). These men do not try to see things from the private’s point of
view, and none of them is  able to make a real  connection with him. However,  this
pattern of pervasive failure begins to change when the colonel arrives on the scene. 
26 Shortly after the colonel arrives, Greaves salutes him from his perch atop the water
tower:
The colonel strained to make out something of Greaves’ features. He became lost in
his absorption, no longer conscious of his bearing and the many stares that his
presence drew.  Suddenly Greaves  came to  attention and snapped his  hand to  a
salute.  The  brusqueness  of  the  gesture  just  as  the  colonel  was  concentrating
intently on the figure evoked the old response: His feet were together and his hand
was level with his shoulder before he stopped himself, made a fist of the hand and
turned away swearing. (545)
27 When he sees Greaves saluting, the colonel begins to return the salute: he clicks his
heels together and begins raising his hand to his forehead. This is a reflexive action on
his part. As a career military man, he has returned tens of thousands of salutes, and he
begins doing so again, automatically, without thinking. However, while he is raising his
hand  to  complete  the  salute,  the  colonel  comes  to  a  realization.  He  realizes  that
Greaves’  salute can only be understood as a sarcastic salute. When an enlisted man
salutes an officer, it is supposed to be an acknowledgement of authority—a physical
way of saying, “aye, aye, sir.” But Greaves’ salute can hardly be understood in this way,
for he is not acknowledging authority. On the contrary: by leaving his unit, climbing to
the top of the water tower, threatening to jump, and refusing to come down, he has
been acting and continues to act in utter defiance of military authority. Therefore, the
salute he offers, though it looks like a “real” salute in every way, cannot be understood
as a sincere salute. It has the form of a salute but not the actual content.3 
28 What  Greaves  is  doing  is  not  saluting  the  colonel  in  earnest,  but  saluting  him
sarcastically. In a sense, he might as well be mooning him, or flipping him “the bird.”
And this tells us something about Greaves. It tells us that he is not just gloomy and
depressed but also angry and defiant. He hates the army, and he has a bit of an edge. He
is like a sarcastic child who agrees to do his household chores by firing off a Nazi salute
and saying, “Jawohl, Mein Fuhrer!” 
29 At first the colonel does not pick up on the sarcasm of the private’s “salute.” However,
after a few milliseconds, he does. Once he understands the true meaning of Greaves’
salute, he abruptly breaks off his own salute. He retracts the hand that was about to
salute Greaves, clenches it into a fist, and curses, precisely because he has realized that
Greaves is screwing with him.
30 Greaves’ sarcastic salute touches a nerve in the colonel, and we begin to understand
why in the next paragraph, where Moffett presents some of the colonel’s thoughts, in
italics: 
The Colonel walked for a while among the crowd. Extraordinary! No wonder it got my
goat so. Just Ralph’s impudence. Just like his imitations of Point men standing in the living
room that day. (545)
31 Ralph turns out to be the colonel’s son, and we learn more about him in the next few
paragraphs. We learn that the colonel had groomed Ralph to follow in his footsteps and
had even sent him to study at the U.S. Military Academy at West Point. But his plan
miscarried: Ralph disliked West Point and the Army. He began making fun of the “Point
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men”—that  is,  the  cadets  and  instructors—and their  stiff  military  bearing,  and  he
eventually declared that he would not go back to the Academy. 
32 In the next few sentences, the colonel remembers a conversation he had with Ralph
when Ralph announced his intention to drop out of the Academy:
“All right, I can’t force you to stay at the Academy, but why do you hate the army so?”
“Maybe it’s because my father’s a soldier.”
“Do you really hate me so?”
“I couldn’t say that, sir. It would be disrespect to an officer.” (546)
33 Ralph will not say he hates his father because it would be disrespectful for a cadet to
speak that way to an officer. But this is clearly a case where the “respectful” approach
is at least as hurtful as the “disrespectful” alternative. Ralph does not deny that he
hates his father; he simply declines to say as much because it would be a violation of
military etiquette to do so. He uses “sir” in the same sarcastic way. In most situations,
calling someone “sir” is a gesture of respect, but in this situation it is not, for, by calling
his father “sir,” Ralph avoids calling him “dad.” Ralph clearly resents his father for
educating him to be a soldier against his wishes, and, with the unerring sense of a child,
he finds a clever and hurtful way of expressing his resentment—by offering words and
gestures  that  are  outwardly  “militarily  correct”  but  are  actually  extremely
disrespectful  and  sarcastic.  The  colonel  describes  Ralph’s  remarks  as  a  display  of
“impudence,” or contemptuous disregard for others. That is true, but Ralph’s response
can also be described as sarcastic, or ironic, because it has the outward appearance of a
respectful response but is actually quite disrespectful.
34 Now, to return to Greaves, it might seem that he and the colonel have gotten off on the
worst possible foot. Greaves has fired off a sarcastic salute and, after a few seconds of
missing the point, the colonel has correctly processed the message. He has realized that
Greaves was, essentially, flipping him off, and he has clenched his fist in anger. Usually
flipping someone off does not lead to good communication and mutual understanding,
but  in  this  particular  case  it  turns  out  to  be  surprisingly  helpful,  because  the
impudence of Greaves reminds the colonel of the impudence of his son Ralph when he
was about the same age. The colonel sees that both of these young men hate the army.
Both are rebelling against the army’s code of conduct, and both are finding ways of co-
opting army gestures and using them sarcastically. Greaves shows the colonel a salute
that is not really a salute, just as Ralph had showed him a gesture of respect that was
not really a gesture of respect. The parallel is clear, and the colonel notices it right
away. What Greaves displays in his sarcastic salute is, he realizes, “just [i.e., exactly]
Ralph’s impudence.” 
35 Greaves is a lot like Ralph: he knows how to make “aye-aye” say “f**k you.” But the
similarity between the two men involves more than just  this anti-military mindset,
because we eventually learn that Ralph is dead, apparently as the result of a suicide.
This means that Ralph’s life provides a parallel and a case study for what could happen
to Greaves. The parallel points to the possibility of a shared end: Greaves may end up
dead,  like  Ralph.  And  yet  it  also  hints  at  a  more  hopeful  possibility:  the  colonel’s
experiences with Ralph may provide him with some ideas about how to get through to
Greaves. Having been down a similar path once already, he may be in a position to
succeed where the non-coms and the captain have failed.4 
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36 After a brief exchange with the two MPs, the colonel begins thinking about how he
might get through to Greaves, while also worrying about how he must look to the MPs
and other bystanders:
Am I afraid for two young jackasses [the two M.P.s] to hear my voice unsteady and see my
face worked up? The colonel doesn’t look very military, they think. Is a man less a man
because he has something inside that moves every now and then? My own father’s idea, that.
But I’ve got to break through to this kid, think of something these non-coms and that stupid
captain haven’t thought of. They’re all wondering what the colonel’s going to do. (546)
37 These sentences make it clear that the colonel has gotten over his initial anger. He is
now genuinely concerned about Greaves and even “worked up” to the point where he
imagines that the M.P.s and other onlookers can probably see emotion in his face and
hear  unsteadiness  in  his  voice.  He  realizes  that  the  emotions  he  is  feeling  and
displaying are likely to seem unmilitary and unmanly to many of the soldiers around
him, as they would have seemed to his own father. “Real men don’t cry”—or even get
worked up. Real men are stoical and show no emotion. To show emotion is to be weak,
like a woman, or a child. That is apparently what the colonel was taught by his father,
and it is a conception of manhood which was widely accepted in the U.S. Army in the
1950s. The colonel knows this, but he nevertheless feels that he must find a way to get
through to Greaves.
38 While the colonel is thinking, Greaves makes several more provocative moves. First, he
lurches forward, as if jumping, but stops himself at the last moment. Then he taunts
Sgt.  Krita,  calling out, “Sick—lame—and cra-zy!” (546)—a phrase Krita uses “at least
twice a week” during roll calls. Then he throws down his cartridge belt. The first two
actions provide more evidence of the impudence of Private Greaves. He clearly takes
pleasure  in  “screwing  with”  his  superiors.  He  tricks  the  men  on  the  ground  into
thinking he is jumping, and he taunts Sgt. Krita. As for the third action, throwing down
his cartridge belt, the colonel interprets that as yet another gesture of defiance:
A gesture of defiance, thought the colonel. Like Ralph. Is he playing with us or himself? But
the game will wear out soon and he will have to decide. Perhaps he is thinking of what it
would be like to return and he is feeling that he can’t bear more of what he has already
known. It must be the conviction that nothing will change that persuades you to commit
suicide. That you will take things the way you have always taken them and you will never be
different. Someone ruined him as I ruined Ralph. (547)
39 Here the colonel does something none of the other career soldiers have done: he makes
a concerted effort to try to imagine what Greaves might be thinking. He knows, though,
that he does not have long to get inside Greaves’ head, because, while he is having these
thoughts, Greaves throws down his helmet – probably the last detachable object on his
uniform. Again, the colonel struggles to make sense of the gesture:
He’s getting ready to jump! That’s the way you prepare yourself when you think you're going
to die. Imagine a loose, banging death with canteen and helmet on. Could I stop him if I
hollered to him? But Ralph never came back when I called. But the kid may die in a minute. 
Greaves was rocking on the edge of the platform, between his hands on the ends of
the rail.
“Don’t, my boy, don’t!” It was a hoarse and ragged cry. The bystanders glanced swiftly
at him, then at Greaves, then back at the colonel. A half-minute passed. (547)
40 The colonel’s “hoarse and ragged cry” is spontaneous and startlingly un-military. It
sounds more like what a father might say to a son than what a colonel would typically
say to a private, and surely that is partly because the colonel is now thinking of Ralph
as well as Greaves, and perhaps even thinking of Greaves as Ralph Redux. 
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41 The “hoarse and ragged cry” is a beginning, but the colonel soon realizes that he has
shouted  spontaneously  and  does  not  actually  have  a  fully  thought-out  plan  for
convincing Greaves to come down. His mouth has, as it were, gotten out ahead of his
mind:
A full bird colonel and I can’t do any more than all the others he’s passed through today. The
more I try the worse it’ll  look. He’ll  die anyway and I’ll  just be the butt of every gaping
yardbird, and more stories on top of the scandals. (547)
42 However,  it  is  just  at  this  moment,  when the  colonel  seems to  be  on the  verge  of
despair, that he makes an important and unforeseen leap forward:
While his mind went on chattering, some part of him that his own unpremeditated
cry had liberated mounted the tower and looked down as Greaves was doing. He
saw a  couple  of  hundred olive-drab figures,  foreshortened,  dotted and clumped
about  the  field  as  if  some  unit  had  recently  broken  ranks.  But  mainly  he  saw
helmets—red, blue, and olive-drab helmets. A field of tipped shells. (547-48)
43 Having tried to imagine what Greaves might be thinking, the colonel goes on to try to
imagine what Greaves might be seeing from the top of the water tower. He – or rather
“some part of him that his own unpremeditated cry had liberated”—mounts the tower.
Within seconds, he realizes that, from where Greaves is, on top of the tower, the men
below must  look like  a  sea of  helmets.  Does  Greaves  even see human beings down
there? Or does he just see helmets? 
Greaves stood motionless on the edge. An almost palpable tension bound the crowd,
as when a diver holds poised after all preliminaries.
The colonel, too, hung in balance. Then again he acted before he knew it, this time
as if  his  arm were tied to and obeying his  vision and not himself.  Abruptly his
forearm skipped off the side of his head and tumbled his helmet to the ground. The
reaction of the crowd was shock. He too felt an inner gasp, like sudden sin, as the
air cooled his damp hair. It had been untold years since he had gone bareheaded
outdoors. He almost expected some reprisal from on high. But on high was Greaves,
and the colonel stood steadfast in his difficult exposure, his head feeling as naked
and damp and tender as a suddenly unbandaged wound. (548)
44 Without fully understanding what he is doing, the colonel knocks his helmet off his
head. The servicemen looking on are shocked, partly because (unlike us) they do not
know what the colonel is thinking. They can only see that the colonel has removed a
key piece of his uniform—and a key symbol of his authority. In a way, the colonel is
shocked by his action as well. He has worn his helmet constantly, through many years
of military service, so knocking it off his head feels “sinful.” He even wonders for a split
second if God will strike him down for this shocking act. And yet, at the same time,
there is a part of him that intuits, or senses, that this unusual and irregular act may be
precisely what is needed.5 As long as the colonel wears his helmet there is little chance
that Greaves will see him as a human being, but if he removes his helmet there is at
least a chance that Greaves will see him as a human being and respond to his advances. 
45 After knocking his helmet off and glancing up to make sure Greaves has not jumped,
the colonel marches across the field to the ladder. He marches all the way to the foot of
the ladder deliberately, as a way of telling Greaves, I will wait for you at the foot of the
ladder—not at the spot where you would land if you jumped, and not at the spot where various
other gawkers are standing to get the best view. This act of re-positioning is clearly also
intended to be an act of communication. The colonel is extending an invitation to meet
and  talk  face  to  face,  and  he  seems  to  be  gaining  confidence  in  his  tactics  as  he
proceeds. Earlier he was anxious about how he might look to the MPs and the other
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onlookers.  But now he is “unabashed.” The other soldiers in the training cadre are
“gaping” and “staring,” but the colonel seems to be unaffected by this. He feels “like a
full bird colonel.” And that brings us to the last three paragraphs of the story, which I
quoted  and  discussed  at  some  length  earlier.  And  so  we  come,  once  again,  to  the
question of how Greaves comes down from the tower, but I hope we can now see the
two possibilities in a larger context. 
46 What would it mean for the story as a whole if Greaves comes down via ladder? And
what would it mean if he comes down by jumping?
47 If Greaves comes down via ladder, that would mean that the colonel has accomplished
his mission. He has made a connection between Greaves and Ralph and applied the
lessons  he  learned  from  Ralph’s  death.  He  has  imagined  what  Greaves  might  be
thinking, called out to him, and urged him not to jump. He has pictured what Greaves
might be seeing and visualized a sea of helmets, and, by knocking his own helmet off
and marching confidently to the foot of ladder, he has appealed to Greaves, not as a
superior  officer,  authority  figure,  or  gawker,  but  as  a  fellow human being—and,  if
Greaves comes down via ladder, his actions have resulted in the desired response. Read
this way, the story describes a successful rescue operation, or intervention, and the
message would seem to be that a concerned individual can sometimes save a suicidal
person, if he or she is willing to take the time to try to understand the other person and
look at things from his (or her) point of view. This makes good sense, and I strongly
suspect it is more or less what Moffett had in mind. 
48 If Greaves jumps, on the other hand, that would mean the colonel has failed. It would
mean  that  his  methods  were  ultimately  no  more  successful  than  the  methods  of
Clinton,  Brodder,  Krita,  and  the  captain.  Read  this  way,  the  story  describes  an
unsuccessful  rescue  operation,  or  a  failed  intervention,  and  the  message  is—what
exactly? Is it that identifying with a suicidal man and adopting the man’s point of view
are sometimes no more effective than smacking the man upside the head and telling
him to get back to work? Or is it that such methods are never any more effective than
smacking the person upside the head and telling him to get back to work? I will not say
that these interpretations make no sense at all. However, I will say that, to me, they
make a lot less sense than the alternative—and also a rather dark sort of sense. If we
think that Greaves jumps, then the story reads like an absurdist tale—like something
we might see in a  Beckett  play.  It  also seems to be unnecessarily  long:  we are left
wondering  why  exactly  we  needed  to  read  so  many  pages  of  attempted  suicide
prevention if the man was just going to jump in the end anyway. What is the point? Is it
all a cruel joke?
49 The question, ultimately, is which sort of story we think Moffett wrote. It seems that a
man who published an anthology called Points of View and spent a decade of his life
writing about point of view is more likely to write a positive story that illustrates how
adopting another person’s point of view can be useful to human beings than he is to
write an absurdist story that suggests that trying to understand another person’s point
of view is ultimately no better than smacking the person upside the head and saying,
“shut up and soldier on!”6
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VII.
50 My seventh and final reason for thinking Greaves comes down via the ladder is based
on biographical and bibliographical considerations, some of which I only became aware
of after I had pondered the story for more than a year. It turns out that “Suicides” has
an interesting textual history. Before he published the story in Points of View, Moffett
published a somewhat different version in a magazine called New World Writing. Up to
this point, I have been quoting and discussing the revised version, which appears in the
first  edition  of  Points  of  View,  published  in  1966,  and  also  in  the  revised  edition,
published in 1995. I would now like to look at the last few paragraphs of the story, as
they stand in New World Writing, published in 1956:
Greaves’ helmet liner came sailing down.
He’s getting ready to jump! That’s the way you prepare yourself when you think you’re going
to die. Imagine a loose, banging death with canteen and helmet on. Could I stop him if I
hollered to him? But Ralph never came back when I called. But the kid may die in a minute.
Greaves was rocking on the edge of the platform, between his hands on the ends of the rail.
They’ll all know I’m out of control and emotional, a full bird colonel weeping like a fool and
all soft and unsoldierly. He’ll die anyway and I’ll just be the butt of every gaping yardbird,
and more stories on top of the scandals: “Too weak, no wonder.”7
Greaves stood motionless on the edge. An almost palpable tension bound the crowd,
as when a diver holds poised after all preliminaries.
“Don’t, my boy, don’t!” It was the hoarse and ragged cry of the heart.
Waiting a moment to see that he had not jumped, the colonel began walking to the
foot of the ladder. Without looking up again, he walked through gaping trainees
and staring cadre, his eyes red and twitching, then across the spot where Greaves
would have hit. He felt like a full bird colonel. The six civilian firemen walked the
net aside and laid it down. Greaves was climbing down the ladder. 
“You watch,” said one MP to the other, hitching his holster. That kid’s just playing
with the old guy and halfway down he'll go back up.”
The colonel stood on the underside of the ladder with a hand on each upright bar.
Presently he saw Greaves’ face between the rungs. 
Who sent this kid to me like this? A shapeless, half-created being. Ralph! (28)
51 This should sound familiar, for it is the same story in terms of the overall plot, and yet
there are some significant differences. 
52 In the 1956 version, the narrator states unequivocally that Greaves is “climbing down
the ladder.” We are also told that the firemen put their rescue net down because they
see that they do not need it anymore: Greaves is not going to jump after all. 
53 In the 1956 version, the narrator describes Greaves’ position in relation to the colonel
at the very end of the story more explicitly. He tells us that the colonel sees “Greaves’
face between the rungs.” He does not see a “shapeless, half-created boy,” who might be
lying on the ground.8 He sees Greaves face to face, through the rungs. 
54 In the 1956 version, the colonel has a good deal less interaction with Greaves, and the
story reaches its conclusion more rapidly. All the colonel does by way of “intervention”
in this version is call out to Greaves and then walk to the base of the ladder. He does
not imagine how the world might look from Greaves’ point of view, and he does not
knock off his helmet.
55 In the 1956 version, the narrator spends more time describing the colonel’s emotional
reactions; he tells us that the colonel is “weeping,” “out of control,” and “emotional.”
In the 1966 version, we are only told that the colonel looks “worked up” and that his
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voice is “unsteady.” We are told that he is worried that he will appear unmilitary, but
we are never told that he actually cries.
56 In  the  1956  version,  the  last  sentence  is  very  different,  particularly  in  its  explicit
comparison of Greaves and Ralph.
57 Now it seems to me we can understand the changes Moffett made to the story and infer
some of the motives behind them if we consider the context in which he made the
changes. After studying at Harvard and earning a B.A. in English (1952) and an M.A. in
French (1953), Moffett was called upon to fulfill his military service requirement. He
spent two years in the Army, beginning as a private and ending up as a corporal. When
he got out of the Army, in the summer or fall  of 1955, he took a job as an English
teacher at Phillips Exeter Academy, a prestigious prep school in New Hampshire. The
first edition of “Suicides” was published in New World Writing in 1956, during Moffett’s
first year of teaching at Exeter. The timing of these events suggests that Moffett wrote
“Suicides” either while he was still serving in the army or immediately after he was
discharged.9 
58 While teaching at Exeter, Moffett published another story about life in the military and
spent a lot of time thinking about various ways of telling stories.10 This was a subject he
had considered at Harvard, where he had written an honors thesis on “the relation of
the inner and outer lives in the works of Virginia Woolf.” During his time at Exeter, he
began to focus more and more on points  of  view in fiction and different narrative
strategies for telling a story. He began to sort fictional works into categories based on
the  mode  of  narration  used  to  tell  the  story.  In  one  category,  he  placed  interior
monologues,  where  the  reader  overhears  a  narrator  thinking  aloud.  In  another
category, he placed dramatic monologues, where the reader hears a speaker speaking
to another person. In another, he placed narratives told in letters. After several years of
cataloguing, he ended up with eleven categories—eleven modes of narration, which he
thought covered the whole spectrum of fictional discourse. 
59 Moffett  used the  stories  he  had collected  in  the  classroom at  Exeter,  published an
article  explaining  his  eleven categories,  and eventually  decided  to  put  together  an
anthology of stories based on the categories.11 He decided to call the anthology Points of
View,  and at some point he apparently realized that his own story, “The Suicides of
Private  Greaves”  would  be  a  good  example  of  his  tenth  category,  “Anonymous
Narration,  with  Multiple  Character  Point  of  View.”  The  story  is  an  example  of
“anonymous narration,” or what is usually called “third-person narration,” because the
narrator never identifies himself and never uses the pronoun “I,” and it fits into the
sub-category “Multiple Character Point of View” because the narrator gives us glimpses
into the thoughts of a whole series of characters—Clinton, Brodder, Krita, the captain,
and the colonel. 
60 When Moffett re-read the story with his newly worked-out theory of fictional discourse
in  mind,  he  evidently  saw  some  ways  in  which  he  could  improve  the  story,  and
particularly  the  conclusion,  while  also  making  the  story  more  suitable  for  the
anthology  he  was  putting  together.  He  made  a  series  of  changes,  and  the  general
tendency of many of these changes was to increase the emphasis on point of view.
61 In the revised version, first published in 1966, Moffett makes point of view absolutely
crucial for the colonel and his interactions with Greaves. Instead of just shouting up at
Greaves from below, the colonel actually adopts Greaves’ point of view. “Some part of
him” mounts  the tower,  looks down,  just  as  Greaves is  doing,  and notices  a  sea of
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helmets. Then the outer life of physical action follows the inner life of imagination: the
colonel’s arm moves, instinctively, and knocks off his helmet. In the revised version,
Moffett shows how the mental act of trying to imagine how things might look from
someone else’s point of view can lead to improved understanding and effective action. 
62 While increasing the emphasis on point of view, Moffett decreases the emphasis on the
colonel’s  emotions.  In the 1966 version,  he tells  us more about what the colonel  is
thinking and what he is doing to try to make a connection with Greaves but he includes
fewer details about the colonel’s crying. It looks as if Moffett had come to think that
crying was not the symbolic action, or objective correlative, he was looking for to bring
about the final resolution. Would Greaves, perched high atop the water tower, even
have noticed a few tears trickling down the colonel’s  cheeks? And, if  he did notice
them, would that have been enough to convince him to come down and talk to the
colonel? It looks as if Moffett had doubts on one of these points, or perhaps both of
them, and began looking around for a broader and more visible gesture, an action that
the colonel could perform, which Greaves would be able to see from atop the water
tower  and  would  be  able  to  immediately  understand.  Eventually he  hit  upon  the
removal of the helmet. In the revised version, an inner shift in point of view prompts
an outer  removal  of  the  helmet—a broad  gesture,  which  Greaves  can  see  from his
perch, and which clearly communicates the colonel’s offer to speak man-to-man, rather
than officer-to-soldier. It is a humane and sympathetic gesture, reminiscent in some
ways of the gesture the king makes in King Lear when he removes his clothes—those
telling markers of social hierarchy—in order to express sympathy and fellow feeling for
the poor: “Off, off, you lendings!” The colonel is saying, “Off, off, you badges of military
authority!” 
63 In the 1966 version, Moffett also makes point of view crucial for us, as readers. In the
1956  version,  he  had  allowed the  narrator  to  do  some of  the  work  for  us.  In  that
version, the narrator pretty much tells us what happens to Greaves: he climbs down the
ladder. In the 1966 version, this is not explicitly stated. We have to figure things out for
ourselves, and we can only do so by adopting the point of view of the characters in the
story. In order to understand what the MP means in the penultimate paragraph, when
he says “you wait . . . halfway down he will turn around,” we need to imagine what the
MP  is  seeing.  And,  in  order  to  understand  where  Greaves  ends  up  in  the  final
paragraph, we need to imagine what the colonel is able to see as he stands with his
hands on either side of the ladder, looking “between the rungs.”12 We need to perform
some similar detective work to understand the significance of the narrator referring to
the spot where Greaves “would have hit.”
64 In  the  revised version,  Moffett  deliberately,  and I  think rather  cleverly,  creates  an
ending which frustrates casual attempts at interpretation but does not frustrate more
determined  attempts,  and,  in  particular,  rewards  attempts  which  involve  adopting
another person’s point of view.13 If we want to figure out what Greaves actually does at
the end of the story, we must adopt the M.P.’s point of view, the colonel’s point of view,
and the narrator’s point of view on the whole affair. In other words, the strategy we
need to adopt to make sense of the story turns out to be the same strategy the colonel
adopts to get through to Greaves.  Thus,  in the revised version,  Moffett  manages to
suggest the importance of point of view in two ways: he makes us see that adopting
another person’s point of view is the key to the colonel’s successful intervention, and
he makes us see that adopting other people’s points of view is also crucial for us as
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readers, as we struggle to make sense of the ending.14 If we want to succeed as readers,
we have to follow the colonel’s lead and adopt other people’s points of view. 
65 All of this fits in very well with what Moffett says about the importance of adopting
other points of view in the Afterword to Points of View: 
What hinders the growth of understanding in a child, Piaget says, is an unconscious
preference for a limited local point of view. Learning is a matter of “decentering.”
We break through our egocentricity to other points of view not merely determined
by our physical vantage point in time and space, by our cultural heritage, or by
other partialities such as gender and emotional penchants. We achieve decentering
by  adapting  ourselves  to  things  and  people  outside  ourselves  and  by  adopting
points  of  view initially  foreign  to  us.  This  simultaneous  accommodation  to  the
world and assimilation of it amounts to expanding one’s perspective. One does not
become less oneself, but one’s ego expands from a point to an ever broadening area.
(593)
66 Clearly the colonel achieves precisely this sort of expansion of perspective in the story.
He overcomes the aspects of his cultural heritage that might have prevented him from
making a connection with Greaves—his sense of how officers are supposed to conduct
themselves, his anxieties about seeming unmanly or unmilitary, his fear of being made
to look foolish, and his own uncertainty about how he might actually get through to
Greaves. He brings his experiences with Ralph to bear on his encounter with Greaves.
He rises above his own physical vantage point and adopts Greaves’ point of view, and,
in the end, he finds a way to say, through action, by removing his helmet, “I care about
you as a person; I would talk with you man-to-man, instead of colonel-to-private.” And
yet the decentering the colonel experiences does not make him “less himself.” On the
contrary, as he marches “unabashed” to the foot of the ladder, he feels increasingly
confident. He feels “like a full bird colonel.”15 He knows, and he feels he is about to
prove, what Brodder and Krita and the captain may never know—that it is possible to
empathize, show concern for another human being, and save a life, even in the rigidly
hierarchical and hyper-masculine world of the military.16
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NOTES
1. “The Suicides of Private Greaves” has remained continuously in print since 1966 because of its
inclusion in both the first edition (1966) and the revised edition (1995) of the popular anthology
Points of View. Except as noted, all citations in this article are to the 1995 text. Although Moffett’s
educational theories have been widely discussed, I am not aware of any sustained, published
literary criticism that focuses on this story. 
2. Moffett’s use of the word “suicides” to refer to multiple attempted suicides (as opposed to
multiple achieved suicides) is extremely unusual. The OED does not include any examples of the
word used in this way.
3. It is possible to explain what is wrong with the private’s salute using J. L. Austin’s speech act
theory. In How to Do Things with Words, Austin identifies a tacit requirement for speech acts and
other procedures: “where [a] procedure is designed for use by persons having certain thoughts,
feelings, or intentions . .  .  then a person . .  .  invoking the procedure must in fact have those
thoughts,  feelings,  or intentions”; otherwise,  Austin says,  the procedure is “infelicitous” (39).
Greaves salutes, but he does not have feelings of obedience towards higher-ups, or an intention
to obey them, so his procedure,  although kinesthetically unobjectionable,  is  infelicitous.  It  is
vitiated by his lack of intention to actually obey. 
4. Based  on  his  experiences  with  Ralph,  the  colonel  now  has  a  chance  to  customize,  or
individualize,  his  approach  to  Greaves—something  Moffett  pushed  for  in  education.  In  The
Spiritual  Side  of  Writing,  he  argued that  “trying to  save souls  by general  rules,  formulas,  and
programs doesn’t work any better than trying to heal emotions or educate minds by uniform
procedures. Eventually churches, hospitals, and schools all have to learn this. Though I believe
it’s  helpful  to  reflect  on  .  .  .  parallel  learning  experiences  .  .  .  it  will  always  require
individualizing” (9).
5. The colonel relies on intuition, which Moffett characterized as “a holistic way of knowing,
cutting across and integrating faculties” (Departure 2). 
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6. Those  who  know  Moffett’s  educational  writings  will  not  need  to  be  told  that  he  was  no
absurdist, but non-experts may infer as much from the following quotations: “I . . . think that
positive, idealistic thinking is essential” (Storm 118);  “I have never been depressed by a well-
wrought piece of literature . . . A skillful, perceptive story . . . arouses me to more compassion for
people, makes me both see and feel more” (Storm 184); “writing is an opportunity to find out who
I am and what I am to do with my life” (Coming 97); “a novelist collages scraps of setting, incident,
and character drawn from here and there [and] ‘makes up’ a story. But he or she reassembles
reality for the purpose of charging it with meaning” (Harmonic 113); “I think [studying points of
view in fiction] helps make . . . adolescents aware that not everybody’s head is like theirs” (qtd. in
Suhor 9). 
7. “Too weak . . .”: this, I take it, is what the colonel thinks his military colleagues might say
about him after he fails. 
8. Although some readers see the words “shapeless” and “half-created” in the final sentence of
the story as indications that Greaves jumps and ends up on the ground, in a formless pile, the
evidence suggests that Moffett was using these words to emphasize the trainee’s youth and lack
of physical definition. We are told that Greaves is only seventeen (532). He is frequently referred
to as a “kid” (527, 534, 536, 543, 544, 546, 547, 548) or a “child” (527), and several characters
comment on his shapelessness and lack of definition: he is described as a “round-headed boy”
(522) with “a grapefruit head” (528) and “soft, formless features” (522). Since he is described as
“formless” on the first page of the story, it is hardly surprising that he is described as “shapeless”
on the last page. Both words point to the incompleteness of his physical development.
9. Moffett himself noted a connection between his fiction-writing and his theorizing about points
of view in the late 50s and early 60s: “I started arranging short stories by point of view, first and
third person and the like. At the same time . . . I was writing fiction and playing around with
points of view considerably” (qtd. in Suhor 5).
10. Moffett’s second published story was “The Man Behind” (1957). This is another story about a
recruit who dislikes the Army and eventually rebels against military authority. 
11. Moffett set out his eleven modes of narration and gave examples of each mode in “Telling
Stories” (1964). He discussed these modes again in Teaching (1968). He published the first edition
of Points of View, his anthology of short stories exhibiting the eleven modes, in 1966. As far as I
can tell, he did not make any significant changes to “Suicides” in the second edition of Points of
View, issued in 1995.
12. Moffett commented on the importance of adopting a character’s point of view elsewhere:
“The reader ‘becomes’  a  character and at  least  ‘goes along’  with the author’s  drift,  willingly
suspends disbelief for a while. Unless one can hold one’s ego in abeyance and let another’s mind
hold sway, most reading is impossible” (Storm 222). 
13. Students often ask me why Moffett would have revised his story to make it more difficult to
unpack.  Here  is  one  possible  answer:  “[Obscurity  can  be]  deadening.  But  the  right  kind  of
obscurity – the kind that, with the proper effort, can be deciphered and penetrated—turns out, in
fact, to be the greatest stimulant to thought. Everyone loves a secret. Mystery is alluring. Hide
something and we will seek it. . . . If something is completely present, available, and open to view,
it gives no scope to imagination or longing. It is what it is. What you see is what you get. But
whatever is partly hidden holds out a promise for more. . . . We despise what is too available.
Obstacles arouse us and strengthen desire. Difficulty ennobles. We pursue most eagerly what is
hard to get. Thus an esoteric text—suggestive and challenging, full of promises and obstacles—
arouses the mind and charges it with strong hopes and vigorous striving” (Melzer 218, 224). 
14. Compare Moffett’s remarks on authors and readers some years later: “If we regard literature
and the other arts not just as works to be understood, as in the historical-critical treatment of
them in schools, but as experiences to be undergone, then audiences or spectators can more
nearly benefit from them in the same way that their creators do” (Universal 75). 
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15. The following sentences from Moffett’s educational writings seem relevant to the colonel and
the feeling of confidence he achieves at the end of the story: “People of higher consciousness feel
their innerness, their essential being, as a solid reality independent of validation by others . . .
while identifying more broadly with people and things outside, they depend on them less. Self-
reliance and self-esteem are fringe benefits of expanded consciousness” (Universal 71). 
16. For comments on this essay, I am grateful to Tom Gage, Madison Yates, many students in my
writing classes at the University of Virginia, and two anonymous readers for this journal.
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du point de vue.
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